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Abstract— Magnetic interaction can be utilized for remote
actuation of surgical manipulators. However, platforms cur-
rently available for that purpose have limited workspaces,
inadequate field strength or very low bandwidth of the electrical
subsystem. In this paper, we present BigMag, a novel platform
capable of magnetic steering of continuum manipulators for
medical purposes. BigMag comprises of 6 mobile coils and is
capable of generating the fields of at least 40 mT in any direction
at every point of its workspace. Moreover, we introduce a
mathematical model for 3D mobile coil arrays. Each coil is
modelled using finite element data adjusted by measurement-
based correction, (a maximum observed mean error between
the model and the prediction of 3.36± 5.62%). The model
for a full system is validated in two tasks. In the first
task, the system executes a prescribed rotating field (mean
error between the model and measurement of 7.51% and
minimum R

2 of 0.964). The second task tests the estimation
of the field for known 3D trajectories (minimum R

2 of 0.967).
The investigation concludes with a demonstration of BigMag
capabilities in actuation of magnetic catheters in confined spaces
usinguser-controlled steering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic systems have the potential to revolutionize mini-

mally invasive surgical procedures [1]. One group of devices

particularly explored for applications within that field are

continuum manipulators [2]. They differ from classical rigid-

link manipulators by having a hyper-redundant structure

of continuously bending, elastic elements [3]. They are

well-suited for medical procedures, due to their inherent

compliance. This property allows them for safe operation in

confined cavities of human body, even if unwanted contact

with tissue was to occur [4]. In particular, numerous attempts

have been made to use continuum manipulators to create

robotic endovascular catheters [5].

The challenge of developing reliable remote actuation

for continuum manipulators has been addressed in multiple

works. The most conventional approach involves displac-

ing tendons [6], [7], or elastic tubes [8]. However, the

moving parts experience significant friction, making the

steering imprecise and subjected to hysteresis, and calling

for an alternative [9].

Since the introduction of low-frequency magnetic steering

of surgical devices the subject has gained significant attention

[10]. The strength and reliability of magnetic interaction are
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Fig. 1. Automation of flexible surgical manipulators requires reliable
actuation. Such actuation is possible by equipping the manipulators with
permanent magnets, which interact with external magnetic field (B). Torque
(T), produced as a result of this interaction, deflects the manipulator.
This paper presents BigMag - a device using an array of mobile coils to
generate arbitrary magnetic fields inside clinically-relevant spaces. Those
fields are strong enough to achieve 3D steering of continuum manipula-
tors. Left: functional workspace of BigMag – a sphere with a diameter
of 10 cm. Right top: examples of relevant manipulators, equipped with
magnets. Right bottom: a target clinical scenario – steering of a flexible
manipulator inside the vasculature.

sufficient for actuation of continuum manipulators inserted

into human body. Moreover, magnetic fields pose no radi-

ation hazard and thus they may be used even for lengthy

surgical procedures. [11].

Several small-scale custom devices for magnetic actu-

ation of continuum manipulators have been presented in

the literature [12], [13]. However, the limited operational

workspace of those designs narrows their clinical relevance.

Increasing the workspace is a challenging task subjected

to scalability problems. Enlarging the static coils used in

those devices increases their inductance, which limits the

bandwidth of the effective magnetic field control. Therefore,

this actuation method is inadequate for tasks requiring high

control frequency, such as compensation for tissue motion,

or force control. Recently, the problem of limited actuation

bandwidth of static coil arrays has been reported within a

device with enlarged bore [14].

The Niobe R© system (Stereotaxis Inc., St. Louis, USA)

employs permanent magnets instead of coils to ad-

dress the problem of achieving strong magnetic fields in

a large workspace [15]. However, the steering of magnetic

field generated by permanent magnets is a challenging task.

In Niobe R© it is achieved by controlling the pose of the

magnets. Due to large inertias and a limited range of motion

of the permanent magnets, this solution does not present

any substantial advantage regarding the bandwidth of the

system. Moreover, this method of generating magnetic fields

raises safety concerns, as the fields of the magnets cannot

be switched off.
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Fig. 2. BigMag consists of an array of six coils mounted on two symmetric mobile frames. Each frame hosts 3 coils. Left: The overview of the system.

Right: key elements of the system. ① Mobile Coils ② Automated inserter of continuum manipulators ③ Top camera ④ Side camera.

In our preceding work, we demonstrated that a magnetic

catheter can be steered in 2D using an array of stationary

Helmholtz coils under ultrasound guidance [16]. In this

article we introduce and characterize BigMag. It is a proof-

of-concept system using six mobile coils for 3D magnetic

actuation of continuum manipulators (Figure 1). We also

propose and validate a model of the magnetic field inside the

functional workspace of BigMag. Such a model is required to

apply known magnetic wrenches to continuum manipulators.

In contrast to most existing devices, the coils of BigMag

rotate around its workspace. Numerous advantages of such an

approach have been already discussed in the literature [17].

The small size of the mobile coils of BigMag limits both

their inertia and inductance, increasing the total bandwidth

of the system. To the authors’ best knowledge, BigMag

is the first device using mobile coils for 3D steering of

continuum manipulators.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II in-

troduces BigMag and explains its design rationale. Section III

presents a mathematical model for the magnetic fields, which

is used to describe BigMag. Subsequent validation of the

model is presented in Section IV, along with a demonstration

of BigMag being used in manual steering of magnetic

catheters. The paper is concluded by Section V presenting

the directions for future work.

II. DESIGN OF BIGMAG

BigMag has been designed through an iterative process in

an attempt to optimize most of its parameters. The goal of the

investigation is to meet the field requirements for the selected

workspace. This section describes the rationale behind that

process. It also presents the architecture of the BigMag with

all its subsystems, and key parameters (see Figure 2).

A. Design Rationale

In order to establish the requirements for the system,

let us consider a continuum manipulator with magnets at-

tached to its body. The strength of a magnet located at

position (p ∈ R
3) is defined by its magnetic dipole moment

TABLE I

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FOR BIGMAG

Requirement Motivation

Spherical effective
workspace with a diameter
of 10 cm

This volume corresponds to human
heart. It considered sufficient for
ex vivo trials on biological tissue. [20]

Generation of fields of at
least 40 mT in arbitrary 3D
direction at any point
inside the workspace.

Based on previous research, fields of
40 mT were considered sufficient for
effective actuation of surgical
continuum manipulators [16].

Magnetic actuation of
microrobotic agents.

Such capability increases the range of
possible applications of the system.

Automated insertion of
continuum manipulators
inside the workspace

This allows for simulation of
clinically-relevant steering tasks.

(m ∈ R
3). This dipole interact with the external magnetic

field (B(p) ∈ R
3), experiencing a wrench (W ∈ R

6),

comprising of force (F ∈ R
3) and torque (T ∈ R

3)

W =

[
F

T

]
=

[
∇(m •B(p))

m×B(p)

]
. (1)

The generation of spatial gradients (∇B ∈ R
3×3) to steer

a continuum manipulator was reported infeasible, even for

smaller workspaces [18], [19]. It is challenging to achieve

forces of adequate magnitudes. Therefore, the application

of torque (T) has been selected as the primary actuation

method of continuum manipulators. Following that decision,

the design requirements for the system have been established,

and are presented in Table I.

BigMag is the realisation of the system following these

criteria. It comprises of six coils (Table II), held in two

symmetrical frames. Three coils are suspended above the

horizontal centre plane of the workspace, the other three are

located below it. Such an arrangement is proposed in order to

the make the workspace accessible through its centre plane

with 360◦ clearance.

B. BigMag - General Overview

The two mobile frames of BigMag are actuated by

Maxon EC60 series BLDC motors (Maxon Motors, Sachseln,
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Switzerland). They rotate independently along a common,

vertical axis at speeds up to 30 RPM. The motors are con-

trolled by iPOS4808 BX-CAT (Technosoft Motion, Neucha-

tel, Switzerland) motion controllers. The current in each coil

(up to a maximum of 8 A) is controlled using Copley XE-

230-20 amplifiers (Copley Controls, Canton, USA)

BigMag hosts 2 Dalsa Genie Nano-C1940 (Waterloo,

Ontario, Canada) cameras, allowing for visualization of the

entire workspace. Moreover, the system is equipped with an

automated advancer. It allows for insertion of continuum

manipulators with diameters between 1 and 5 mm. The

advancer is steered by a linear actuation unit, comprising

of a LX20 linear stage (Misumi Europa GmbH, Schwalbach

am Taunus, Germany) powered by a Maxon EC22 motor,

and controlled by an iPOS4808 BX-CAT motion controller.

Stepped coils of BigMag are equipped with soft iron

cores (Sekels GmbH, Ober-Moerlen, Germany) to increase

the field strength. The ring-shaped coils do not contain iron

cores. This allows for generation of magnetic fields along

the vertical axis with higher bandwidth (200 Hz). In total,

BigMag is capable of generating 40 mT in any arbitrary

direction (maximum 70 mT in the centre of the workspace)

at every point within its workspace. The field of each coil

of BigMag can be controlled independently. Exploiting this

property, highly non-homogeneous fields can be shaped.

The gradients (||∇B||2) of magnetic fields of up to 1 T/m

were measured inside the workspace. Such gradients are

insufficient for actuation of continuum manipulators, but can

be used in steering of microrobotic agents using BigMag.

III. MODELLING OF BIGMAG COIL ARRAY

In order to effectively steer a continuum manipulator, the

magnetic field should be known at any location within the

workspace. This task is challenging, since the magnetic field

of BigMag is non-homogeneous. Moreover, the actual field

(B(p)) varies depending on the positions of mobile coils.

Therefore, it is essential to develop an accurate model of the

field distribution for every state of the system.

A. Mathematical Model of a Single Coil

The investigation starts of with a field model, for a

single solenoid (k ∈ N) of fixed dimensions and material

composition. The magnetic field generated by such device at

point (p) depends on its position in relation to the coil and

the current (I ∈ R) running through the coil. A local frame

of reference {Ck} is constructed for every coil to describe

this relationship. The position of p expressed in frame {Ck}
is as follows:

pCk
=

[
xCk yCk zCk

]T
. (2)

Therefore, the magnetic field vector at pCk
is given by

BCk
=

[
BCk

x BCk

y BCk

z

]T
. (3)

We assume that the saturation of the core material of coil (k)

is never reached. Thus, the field generated by the actuator

can be approximated as linearly dependent on the current

(Ik ∈ R) [12], [21]. Hence, we can simplify the modelling

TABLE II

SPECIFICATION OF BIGMAG ELECTROMAGNETIC COILS

Specification Iron-Cored Coil Air-Cored Coil

Inner Diameter [mm] 45 50

Outer Diameter [mm]
Stepped:
(Maximum) 102
(Minimum) 56.3

130

Height [mm] 120 50

Core Length [mm] 180 -

Number of Turns 1596 1021

Resistance [Ω] 4.2 3.4

Cut-off Frequency
(Approximately) [Hz]

40 200

by calculating the BCk
for Iu defined as unit current. The

field distribution (B̂Ck
) obtained this way scales linearly with

the current (Ik) as follows:

BCk
= IkB̂Ck

. (4)

There are multiple ways of modelling the field distribution

(B̂Ck
), either numerically, or by fitting an analytical function

[12], [13], [22]. The choice of a particular method has no

influence on the framework.

B. Mathematical Model of the Array of Mobile Coils

Assuming the principle of superposition [23] we use the

model presented above to represent each coil of BigMag.

We define a global reference frame {G} located in the

centre of the workspace (see Figures 2 and 3), such that

RG
Ck

∈ SO(3), describes the orientation of frame {Ck} for

every coil (k ∈ [1, n]).
An arbitrary point (p ∈ R

3) is defined within the

workspace. Its position in frame {G} is described by

pG ∈ R
3 – analogously to (2). Hence, the field (Bk

G) gener-

ated by the coil (k), is represented as Bk
G = RG

Ck
Bk

Ck
. For

every coil, the distance (rk) from global frame {G} to its

local frame {Ck} is constant. Hence, we can simplify the

coordinate transformation between the two frames. By ori-

enting the X axis of frame {Ck}, such that it points towards

the origin of frame {G}, we develop the following relation:

pCk
= R

Ck

G pG +
[
rk 0 0

]T
. (5)

Hence, using (3), (4) and (5), the total field (BG ∈ R
3) of

the system is modelled as follows:

BG =

n∑

i=1

IiR
G
Ci
B̂i

Ci
∈ R

3. (6)

This model in conjunction with (1) is used to map currents

and positions of the coils to wrenches experienced by the

manipulator inside the workspace of BigMag.

IV. VALIDATION OF FIELD MODEL FOR BIGMAG

This section presents three investigations used to test

the performance of BigMag and the mathematical models

associated with it. First, the representation of the field for

a single coil is developed by calibrating a solution of finite

element simulation using experimental data. The results of

that procedure are then used to validate the model presented

in Section III. Final experiment is conducted to demonstrate

the capability of BigMag to actuate continuum manipulator

using manual steering.
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Fig. 3. The overview of the proposed kinematic framework. The global
reference frame {G} is located in the centre of the workspace. Local frames
{Ck}, k ∈ N, k ∈ [1, 6], are placed on the long axis of the coils, on
their faces oriented towards the workspace, such that their X axes point
towards the origin of frame {G}. Variables (rc and ra) denote constant
distances to BigMag coils. For k ∈ [1, 4], rk = rc = 100 mm, and for
k ∈ [5, 6], rk = ra = 110 mm.

A. Device-specific Coil Model

The modelling approach used for BigMag requires the

relation (4) to be established for both types of coils. We

use a trilinear interpolation of a finite element field model

(COMSOL Multiphisics 5.2, COMSOL Inc., Burlington,

USA) for that purpose. This method allows to estimate fields

at any location (pCk
). Such models, however are prone to

errors. Therefore we perform a calibration routine based on

measurements to alleviate this.

The magnetic field generated by each type of coil is

sampled at a selection of known locations (Figure 4). The

collected data are used to calibrate the model of the field,

using least squares method. Previous works proposed con-

stant coefficient (α) to adjust the field estimated by a model

of the coil, such that ||B̂a(pCk
)|| = α ||B̂m(pCk

)||, where

(B̂a ∈ R
3) is the calibrated field, (B̂m ∈ R

3) is the estimate

from the model and α ∈ R is the linear coefficient [12]. This

approach however is insufficient for the large workspace of

BigMag. We have observed empirically that the model error

depends on the distance of the point (pCk
) from the coil.

Therefore, we use the following calibration equation:

||B̂a(pCk
)|| = (α+ γ ||pCk

||ǫ) ||B̂m(pCk
)||, (7)

where α, γ ∈ R are constants and where ǫ ∈ N is an arbitrary

exponent.

An experiment (see Figure 4) is performed to validate

the proposed calibration routine. It involves dividing the

measurements into two datasets. Data measured at the cali-

bration region are used to solve (7) for α and γ at different

values of ǫ. The calibrated model is then used to generate the

estimates of the field for the points in validation region. The

validity of the calibration is tested by comparing estimated

values for the validation region against the respective mea-

surements. The results are presented in Table III and Figure

5. They show that our routine is more effective (mean error of

3.36%) than the approach already proposed in the literature

(mean error of 8.35%) [12]. The errors for field orientation

are below 0.1o in all cases.

X

Y

8 [cm]

12 [cm]

5 [cm]

15 [cm]

5 [cm]

Calibration 

region

Validation region

Coil

Grid

Probe

Teslameter

Fig. 4. The top image presents the workbench used for measurement of
magnetic field. The detachable grid has 11 holes for Senis 3MH3A-500MT
(Senis AG, Baar, Switzerland) Teslameter probe, at 1 cm from one another.
As BigMag coils are axially symmetric, data comes from a single centre
plane. The field is measured at a total of 121 locations, indicated by the
corners of the grid on the bottom drawing. 400 data-points, spanning the
full operational current range (-8 to 8 A), are collected for each location.

B. Validation of BigMag Model

This section aims at testing the performance of BigMag,

along with its mathematical model, described by (6). The

adjusted field models (with ǫ = 6) are used to build

a currents-to-field map for the entire system through (4).

This mapping is used to steer the magnetic field at the

centrepoint of the workspace. The currents generated this

way are prescribed for each coil. Thereafter, both of BigMag

frames undergo arbitrary motions, while the magnetic field

is measured for various points inside the workspace. This

experiment is used to validate relation (6).

TABLE III

THE ERRORS BETWEEN THE MAGNITUDE OF MAGNETIC FIELDS

MEASURED AND ESTIMATED BY FINITE ELEMENT MODEL FOR

UNCORRECTED DATA, AND CONSTANT COEFFICIENT (γ = 0) AND

EXPONENTIAL (ǫ = 6) CORRECTION.

Correction Measure Coils 1-4 Coils 5-6

Uncorrected Mean [%] 15.74 11.06

Standard Deviation [%] 9.08 4.01

Constant Mean [%] 8.35 4.65

Standard Deviation [%] 11.27 3.77

Exponential Mean [%] 3.36 2.23

Standard Deviation [%] 5.62 2.95

First investigation tests the capabilities of BigMag in

steering of the magnetic field. All coils are kept coplanar

with their configuration shown in Figure 2. This reduces the

problem to two dimensions. Hence, the behaviour of the field

can be modelled as follows:

BG(pG , θ) = ||BG ||



sin(θ)

0

cos(θ)


 =

[
βC1

βC2
. . . βC6

]
I, (8)

I =
[
I1 I2 . . . In

]T
, (9)
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Fig. 5. The accuracy of correction proposed in (7) is measured for a
range of candidate exponents (ǫ). The results show mean error (marks)
and standard deviation (bars) for field estimates against the measured data
at different exponents. The measurements were collected from validation
regions (Figure 4) of stepped coil (red marks/black bars) and air-core coil
(blue marks/green bars). For ǫ = 6 the average relative error is minimal for
both datasets, hence this value was chosen for the rest of the investigation.

where βCn
= RG

Cn
B̂Cn

(pCk
). We use (7) to obtain B̂Cn

, I

for every n. Thereafter, we solve (8) for ||BG || and θ using

Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. This proposed model is tested

as presented in Figure 6.

The experiment validates the model presented in Sec-

tion III. The coils of BigMag are set to follow two different

trajectories. The magnetic field for orientations (RG
Ck

) of the

coils and the currents (I) along the trajectories are measured

for nine points inside the workspace (see Figure 7). Please

also refer to the video accompanying this publication for

demonstration of BigMag validation.

For each data point from the experiment presented in

Figure 7, the field estimate is calculated using (6) and (7).

The mean relative error between the measurements and the

estimates of the field is 15.21± 8.50% for magnitude and

for 9.40± 7.02o for orientation. The principal cause of those

discrepancies is the model overestimating the field at high

magnitudes of Bx and By , most likely due to saturation of

cores and cross-magnetization between neighbouring coils.

The mean R2 correlation coefficients between measured and

modelled magnetic fields are 0.967, 0.982 and 0.995 for Bx,

By and Bz respectively for data from all trajectories.

C. Steering of Magnetic Catheters – Preliminary Test

The final experiment is performed to evaluate the possi-

bility of steering magnetic catheters inside confined space

using BigMag. A test bed is designed to mimic branching

Fig. 6. Probe of Senis 3MH3A-500MT (Senis AG, Baar, Switzerland)
is located in the centre of the workspace (pG = [0 0 0]T ). For that
point relation (8) is tested with BigMag for field oscillating with constant

frequency (θ̇ = 1 Hz, θ(0) = 0) and ||BG || = 40 mT. Left: plot of Bx and
Bz magnitudes of the magnetic fields measured during the field rotation. As
the desired magnitude of the field is constant, the data-points should trace a
circle. Right: plots of the same Bx and Bz components of the field against
time. R2 coefficients are 0.964 and 0.973 for Bx and Bz respectively. The
mean error of ||BG || is 7.51%.

blood vessels. Several prototypes of magnetic catheters with

different composition (see Table IV), are inserted into it

using BigMag advancer. All prototypes bear a single, axially-

magnetized, ring-shaped magnet mounted at their tip. Those

catheters are examples of simple continuum manipulators.

During the experiments the test bed is oriented vertically on

the centre plane of the system. All six coils are aligned with

that plane. Figure 8 presents the methods and results.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented BigMag, a novel platform

using an array of mobile coils for 3D magnetic actuation of

continuum manipulators. Furthermore, we have proposed and

validated a mathematical model of its magnetic field. Finally,

we have also demonstrated the application of BigMag for

manual steering of magnetic catheters.

BigMag fulfils all of the requirements established during

its design process. It provides functional workspace sufficient

for trials on ex vivo specimen and on models of human heart.

The system generates magnetic fields of at least 40 mT in any

direction within its workspace, and provides gradients of up

to 1 T/m. The models of the field show 3.36% maximum

average error for field magnitude for a single coil, and

Spherical 
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Z
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s
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Fig. 7. To validate BigMag model, the field is measured at points 1-9 for two different motions. Points 1-8 are the corners of the biggest cube that can fit
into BigMag workspace (with the edge s = 57.5 mm). Point 9 is located at the centre of the workspace. The measurements are taken using 3MH3A-500MT
teslameter (Senis AG, Baar, Switzerland), for two motions involving both frames rotating along the Z axis of frame {G}. The speeds are (ωt = ωb = −2
RPM) for the first motion, and (ωt = 1.5 RPM), (ωb = −3 RPM) for the second one. ωt and ωb represent the angular velocities for top and bottom frames
respectively. The currents of the coils followed the trajectories generated for the centrepoint of the workspace in the rotating field experiment (Figure 6),
however for the second motion ||BG || = 20 mT. The plots on the right show the measured and modelled: BX , BY and BZ components of the magnetic
field, measured at location 4 for trajectory 2. The mean relative error for all trajectories is 15.21± 8.50% for field magnitude and for 9.40± 7.02o for
orientation. Please refer to the video accompanying this publication for demonstration of the measuring grid and the experiment.
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TABLE IV

SPECIFICATION OF THE PROTOTYPES OF MAGNETIC CATHETERS.

Name Material Inner diameter Outer diameter

T1 Pebax 6333 1.2 mm 2.2 mm

T2 Unidentified 1.1 mm 1.5 mm

T3 DEHP 1.2 mm 2.2 mm

T4 Shore 60A 1.0 mm 1.8 mm

15.21% for the entire system. The modelled and measured

field trajectories correlate with a minimum R2 of 0.967.

The presented models are shown to overestimate the mag-

netic field at high currents. This may be an evidence of non-

linear phenomena, such as saturation or cross-magnetization

of the cores. In our future work, we plan to employ ad-

vanced models or on-line estimation of the fields to alleviate

this problem. Moreover, in this paper we present only the

experiments using manual steering. Hence, our next steps

will involve demonstrating the full potential of the system.

We plan to apply BigMag in automated, closed-loop steering

of continuum manipulators, under the guidance of clinically-

relevant tracking modalities.
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Fig. 8. Top: Magnetic catheters described in Table IV. Centre, bottom: The
test bed is a 10 mm wide horizontal channel with four branches, angled at
45o and 90o. Currents in all coils and the position of the catheter inserter
are all controlled by the operator using a keyboard to steer the catheters.
All four devices are able to reach every prescribed destination during the
experiments. Please refer to the video accompanying this publication for
demonstration of catheter steering.
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